
To create secure and adventurous spaces
Wall lights.

Wall lights provide security as well as atmospheric and decorative lighting.
Available in a range of styles and finishes, choose the perfect solution for your installation.

Choose your effect and how to create it

Framing vs. feature lightingPremium finishes 

Highlight architecture or illuminate an entrance with Collingwood wall lights.
The images below illustrate how your choice of lighting creates different effects.

With several styles and finishes available, we have the solution that 
creates the perfect lighting effect for your installation.
Types of light effects to consider are:

Available in a range of stylish finishes such as anodised aluminium 
and copper, our powerful WL220 wall lights also sport an attractive 
single point source LED, maximising the look and feel of the 
luminaires without compromising on performance. 
Alongside our ultra-premium solid copper finish, we’ve updated our 
range to include stainless steel 316 and anodised bronze, giving you 
even more choice when designing your installation.

Check out our wall light comparison video on the Collingwood Lighting YouTube channel or call 01604 495 151 to speak to our design team.

This up / down light 
produces a narrow and 
concentrated beam of light 
up and downwards. This 
is used most effectively in 
situations where there is 
a great deal of height to 
fully appreciate the effect 
of the columns of light. As 
a result, these fittings are 
great for framing doors  
and windows.

The narrow and intense 
beam of light from this 
fitting will enhance the 
texture of the surface upon 
which it is mounted. This 
product works well on 
uneven stone and provides 
plenty of contrast between 
areas of light and shade.

This product perfectly 
combines practicality and 
drama. The wide-angle, 
downwards beam lights 
a broad area, while the 
narrow flume of uplight 
creates visual interest and 
a touch of glamour.

This clean and 
contemporary fitting 
provides a broad spread 
of light, which is great for 
lighting the threshold of 
any doorway. This product 
is also useful for providing 
general illumination and 
highlighting features.

This fitting provides a 
diffused decorative light 
from its top and a broad 
spread of down light which 
will light the threshold 
of a doorway. This fitting 
will also ensure both 
comfort and safety are 
accommodated in addition 
to highlighting any features 
positioned below.

Choose your effect:

Wall grazing Directional Decorative

WL175A WL220 WL041IP

Create it using:

WL070A WL075A MC050 MC040 WL060
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Height of wall lights Light positioning
A general rule of choosing the correct height and position for wall 
lights is 1650mm from floor or ground level (eye level to a person 
of 5ft 8in height.)

1650mm

To avoid hot spots when using up/down lights to frame doors  and 
windows, ensure that they are not positioned too closely  to the ceiling 
or other horizontal surfaces.

This fitting produces 
1,000lm up and down, 
which means that the 
powerful output is great for 
illuminating tall structures. 

This fitting produces a 
different beam angle from 
the top compared to the 
bottom, leading to a more 
decorative lit effect. 

The up/ down wall light 
allows the framing of doors, 
windows and general 
architectural features. 
When it is interacting with 
brick and stone work, 
shadow effects can be 
created.

This fitting provides a broad 
spread of light from the 
diffused window design. 
This makes it suitable for 
general illumination for 
entrance areas.  

WL015WL014WL013WL012
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